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Galatians (1:1-10) + 1:11-2:14
April 17, 2016
Paul wrote his Letter to the Galatians to fix a particular problem. We have no idea whether that letter
had the desired effect among the Galatians, since we don't know who the Galatians were to whom Paul
addressed it. All we know about the problem Paul was trying to fix is what Paul wrote about it in his letter.
Some have used the analogy of a glove, with Paul's letter being the glove and the hand inside the glove
being the problem. Surely, the glove fits the hand so as to give us some idea of what the hand inside it is like.
Some refer to this approach as “mirror reading,” matching the features of Paul’s argument with their opposites
and believing these reflections embody the core of the opponents’ belief. (See Vos, “Paul’s Argumentation,”
121Yet if you haven't seen the hand or its owner, the glove at best can only tell you about the hand's size and
whether it has all five fingers. You still won't know anything that distinguishes the hand from other hands that
would fit the glove. Does the hand suffer from eczema? Does its owner bite its nails? Is it old and gnarly or
young and smooth? Researchers have spilt hundreds of gallons of ink trying to apply this analogy to Galatians
without much agreement.
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We don't know who the Galatians were for the simple reason that there were so many different people
called Galatians in Asia Minor (modern Turkey) in Paul's day that we can't say exactly which Galatians Paul
had in mind. The original Galatians were Celtic people who settled in the region of modern Ankara in the third
century before the Common Era (BCE). The Romans, however, called much of the center of Turkey the
Province of Galatia. So were these Galatians the Celts living in the region of Ankara or were they residents of
the southern portion of the province, territory Acts 14 claims Paul and Barnabas transited. While the first theory
has many supporters, there are a few who like the second. Neither hypothesis is helpful in interpreting the text.
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So what do we do with a letter whose recipients we don't know and recipients, who were, evidently,
attracted a teaching we can't quite identify with any known Christian movement?
Galatians is not in our Bible because of the ambiguities of geography and ecclesiology I have just
mentioned. Early interpreters of Galatians had little interest in the kinds of facts and figures that gladden the
hearts of modern critical historians. The Letter to the Galatians is in the Bible because early Christians found
that the letter helped to give shape and expression to their experience of life in Christ. That's also the reason we
assemble in this Christian chapel to read and discuss the letter. Galatians has the power to change, enhance,
inaugurate or revolutionize your Christian faith.
Paul hoped the letter would change his readers' minds. I hope it will change our minds too,
remembering, that the New Testament's word we translate "repentance" really means, "mind change."
1. The Apostle and His Message
There are some pretty radical claims in the first part of the Letter to the Galatians:
1. Paul had no "ordination," no pedigree, as it were, from any human being at all. Whatever he had
taught the Galatians on his last visit came through Jesus Christ and through the God (Father) that
raised Jesus from the dead (1:1).
2. How could the Galatians have "turned away so quickly" from the one who called them by the grace
of Christ (1:6)? The expression "the one who called you" is ambiguous (de Boer 40), referring at one
level to Paul and on another level to God. There is no doubt in Paul's mind, it seems, that these two
are in fact one and the same Paul in his role of apostle did speak the words of God.
3. Paul received the gospel directly from an "apocalypse" (revelation) of Jesus Christ. No human being
taught him the gospel (1:12).
4. After this revelation Paul did not check out his new understanding with anyone, most especially not
with the church in Jerusalem (1:17)
5. The "pillars," James, Cephas, and John recognized Paul's "gift" (charis, 2:9).
Paul's claims about his vision and about the truth of the gospel he delivered the Galatians could easily sound
like the ravings of a deranged individual, not the calm and sober teachings of an accomplished rabbi-turnedChristian. The very strangeness of his self-understanding is, in fact, something that may let us see into the
nature of Galatians.
In Galatians, Paul calls himself an apostolos (1:1), as he does in the Letter to the Romans and both
letters to the Corinthians, letters in which he must defend his teaching. The word apostolos had a wide range of
meanings to Pau's readers. Apostolos in ancient Greek could refer to a colony or to a messenger, or to the
message. There are several Greek writings in which a ship can be an apostolos. What these meanings have in
common is agency. A colony is a colony of some city-state, and a message or a messenger is a representation
from someone else.
The Greek verb apostello means "send out," and the noun apostolos comes from it. By the time of Paul,
Hebrew and Aramaic had come to use this Greek concept by creating the words shaliax (Hebrew) and shlixa'
(Aramaic) from the root sh-l-x "send out."1 These words meant a legal agent, someone empowered to act for
someone else, and so the words are legal in scope. Of these, the idea of agency is paramount whether in a
strictly legal sense or in some derivative sense.
English has no perfect translation for the Greek verb euangelizomai. The cognate "to evangelize" now
has the connotation of recruiting people for a religious sect, which misses the primary meaning of the Greek
1

We call this kind of linguistic oddity a calq.
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verb, "announce good news." It is misleading, however, to translate as euangelizomai “preach the gospel,” for
that translation presumes the model of a preacher in a liturgical context, an unprovable hypothesis. There are
many contexts in which one might communicate the good news, including, but not limited to, personal witness,
dinners, prayers, synagogue talks, and many other occasions. The assumption of a primitive kerygma that is the
content of the gospel message is a modern construct made popular by 20th-century neo-orthodoxy and now
largely abandoned.
Declaring "good tidings" is a representational activity that brings to the hearers a new reality conditioned
by the good news communicated. Its primary setting in life for classical Greek is in describing what a
messenger does to announce victory in battle to a city that has launched a military enterprise. Winning a great
battle or winning the war changes things in the city immediately, both psychologically and practically. In
An Outline of Galatians 1:1-2:13
I. Preface and Reason for Writing
A. Epistolary Prologue 1:1-5
B. Paul's Astonishment at Galatians 1:6-10
II. Argumentum: For Freedom Christ Has Set Us Free
Narratio: 1:12-2:16 (Betz 57-112)
A. Statement of Paul’s Thesis 1:11-12
Theme: You need to know; the gospel with which you were evangelized by me is not human in nature, 12. for I
did not receive it from humans and I was not taught it, but [I received it] through a revelation of Jesus Christ.
B. Paul's "Biography" 1:13-2:14
1. Persecuted the church 1:13
2. Advanced in Judaism 1:14
3. God revealed Son to Paul so that he could proclaim him among gentiles, and Paul didn't consult with
anyone. Went to Arabia and then Damascus. 1:15-17
4. Visit with Cephas and James in Jerusalem 1:18-19
Oath 1:20
5. Ministry in Syria and Cilicia, known only by reputation in Judea. 1:21-24
6. Second Visit to Jerusalem in Company of Barnabas & Titus "in order to make sure that I was not
running, or had not run, in vain.(2:2c)." 2:1-10
a. Did not have to circumcise Titus. 2:3
b. False brothers 2:4-5
c. Leaders contributed nothing. 2:6
d. Leaders accepted Paul and Barnabas to go to gentiles 2:7-9
e. Remember the poor! 2:10
7. Transition: Paul shames Cephas over not eating with Gentiles (Incident at Antioch): 2:11-13.

addition to relief and joy, spear-makers had better look for a new non-military market. Many families will be
reunited. The citizens can look forward to a future without war.
The announcement of favorable news can lead to joyful sacrifice in the city's temple and always
involves some kind of reward for the messenger of good tidings, for this messenger has now freed the populace
from despair and changed the whole world for them (TDNT 2:710-712). Thus it is not just the abstract content
of the message that is important but also the fact that the messenger announces the message’s content and so
sets in motion the benefits of the announcement itself.
It is no accident that all seven uses of the noun "gospel" (euangelion) in Galatians and five of the six
uses of the verb "evangelize" (euangelizomai) occur before Galatians 2:14, in the personal sections of the letter,
the letter's introductory matters (1:1-11) and Paul's account of how he came to be an apostle. The occurrence of
euangelizomai in 4:13 refers to the infirmity that led to Paul's announcing the gospel to the Galatians and so still
relates to his history with them. The words suggest personal interaction, not just a recital of some religious
truths.
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We shall see later on that the effect of the Galatian adoption of the new, troublesome teaching of Paul's
opponents portends, in fact, a breach in the personal relationship between Paul and his readers.
Epistolary Prologue 1:1-5
1:1. Paul, an apostle, neither by a man nor through a man but through
Jesus Christ and God the Father, who raised him from the dead, 2. and
all the brothers with me, to the churches if Galatia: 3. Grace to you and
peace from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ, 4. who gave
himself for our sins that he might be remove us from the present evil age
according to the will of our God and father, 5. to whom be glory for ever
and ever.
1.1-5 Paul’s authentic letters are striking for the ways in which he adapts the format of the ordinary
Greco-Roman letter to his purposes, especially the opening.
Consider the following letter opening from a second century CE Egyptian letter:
Sempronius Saturnila to [his] mother and lady: Many greetings. I pray that
you are strengthened and together with my brethren unbewitched (abaskanton,
Galatians 3:1!), wherefore I make entreaty for you daily to Lord Serapis. (after
LAE 192-194; Greek text 192-193.)
The name of the writer (Sempronius Saturnila) comes first, followed by the name and or title of the recipient (to
[his] mother and lady). Next we find some version of the word chairein, which has approximately the force of
the “Dear” in “Dear Sir.”Sempronius has jazzed the up chairein slightly by adding “many,” a very common, if
slightly ungrammatical elaboration in ancient Roman-era letters. Following the chairein is a pious wish, in this
case for the writer’s mother and brothers to be unaffected by the evil eye for which he makes daily prostrations
to the god Serapis. While the pious wish is not always a part of a Greco-Roman letter, it occurs often.
Paul’s elaboration of this opening is rather brilliant:
Paul, an apostle, neither by a man nor through a man but through Jesus
Christ and God the Father, who raised him from the dead, and all the
brothers with me, to the churches if Galatia: Grace to you and peace
from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ, who gave himself for
our sins that he might be remove us from the present evil age according
to the will of our God and father, to whom be glory for ever and ever.
We have the writer’s name first, but Paul elaborates his name with a preview of an argument he is going to pick
up in the following biographical section. Paul did not become an agent for Jesus Christ and God the Father by
some kind of ordination or by human appointment. Paul’s appointment came from Jesus Christ and from God
the father. It seems superfluous that Paul must add that the God in question is the God who raised Jesus from the
dead. Is he being snide?
The translation neither by a man nor through a man (ap'anthropou oude di'anthropou) is to remind us
that with no indefinite article in Greek, it is difficult to determine whether Paul has a particular man, such as
Jesus or Peter in mind. If "man" were to be generic, it would likely have an article before it, the very opposite of
what we do in English. There are, however, too many counterexamples to make this a fixed rule. The thrust is to
deny human agency in Paul's commission to be an apostle.
Instead of chairein, Paul uses the much less common charis, “grace, forgiveness,” adding to it the
word “peace,” an addition some commentators (not I!) take to reproduce the Hebrew greeting shalom.
Unlike the rather wooden “many greetings” of Sempronius, the grace and peace Paul is sending comes not
from Paul but from God and from Christ.
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How the death of Jesus has anything at all to do with our sins is a topic we shall discuss at length below.
Paul writes as though his readers understand the idea. The “present evil age” corresponds to the three-fold time
scheme Paul employs that consists of the present (evil) age, the “Now,” and the age to come. The “Now”
corresponds to what the Talmud calls the “Age of the Messiah.” More about this later.
Paul's Astonishment at Galatians 1:6-10
6. I am amazed that you are turning away so quickly from the one who
called you in the grace of Christ into another gospel, 7. not that there is
another, but some [people] are stirring you up and wanting to change
around the gospel of Christ. 8. But even if we or an angel of heaven
should evangelize you differently from the way we evangelized you, let
that one be anathema. 9. As we said beforehand, so I say again: if anyone
evangelizes you differently from the way you received, let that one be
anathema.
10. Am I [trying] now [to] persuade human beings
“Jesus Christ and God the Father?”
or God? Or am I [seeking to please human beings?
If I am still pleasing people, I am not a slave of
But aren’t they the same?
Christ.
Paul lived and died before Christians
came to believe in a trinity as expressed
in the Nicene (Chalcedonian) Creed we
say in church. While Jesus mighty ancs
and his resurrection suggested to some
that he was divine, the leading concept
in Paul’s day for such divinity was the
idea of a theios aner, a “divine man.”

Few would agree that Paul understood
Jesus simply as such a “divine man,” but
he does not use Trinitarian concepts
either. In fact, for him, the presence of
the risen Christ in the church for him is
the Holy Spirit. See 2 Corinthians 3:17.
For a quick read on the subject, of the
theios aner see Walter Liefeld, “The
Hellenistic Divine Man and the Figure of
Jesus in the Gospels,”Journal of the
Evangelical Theological Society 16/4
(Fall 1973):195-205.
http://www.galaxie.com/article/jets16-401 Accessed 6.4.16.

6. I am amazed (thaumazo)—As Vos (171n10) correctly
notes, the verb refers to real surprise not to mere irritation, a
sentiment one might best express with the verb lupo, as in John
21:17). Even so, that does not mean that Paul does not use it for
effect.
metatithethe should not be over-translated, but the word can
mean “change sides” in an argument (LSJ). The point is that the
word represents a cognitive act, leaving us to wonder whether those
who had accepted circumcision would agree. Would it be possible to
think that by accepting circumcision, the Christians in Galatia might
only be changing practice, not belief (Burton 22). This would fit
well with Paul’s assertion:
Look, I Paul tell you that if you get circumcised,
Christ does not help you at all. Indeed, I witness
once again to every man that gets circumcised that
you obligate yourself to the whole law. (5:2-3)
The one who called you—There is no way to make this less
ambiguous than it is, which is all to the good since Paul can be read
to be saying that as an apostle, as Christ’s “agent” (v. s.), he called
the Galatians into discipleship as though Christ himself were calling

them.
7. Not that there is another gospel—The inelegance of this statement has produced a multiplicity of
interpretations (Burton 23-24), underlines how strongly Paul emphasizes that there cannot be another [gospel].
The use of heteros in the expression eis heteron euangellion in verse 6 makes translation of ho … allo in verse 7
difficult to render (Schlier 13n1 and his ref. to BDF 306(4)). Further qualified, this gospel Paul delivered was
the gospel of Christ. The question remains whether those stirring up the Galatians would accept Paul’s
analysis.
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8. we A reference to Paul and to all the brothers with me (1:2).
let that one be anathema—Obviously, this is not the sense used in Patristic Greek in the condemnation
of a heresy, for it lacks any official juridical meaning. More interesting is the question as to whether it
represents Hebrew xerem (TDNT 1:354), but this ban dates from after the time of Paul (S. Schechter,
“Excommunication,” JE 1906, online. Accessed 11.4.16). Betz (53) is right to suggest that it refers to something
withdrawn from normal use and devoted to a god by destruction both here and in the following verse; but Betz’
designation of this curse as “magical” would require additional proof.
9. The anathemas of 8-9 refer to anyone who should teach the Galatians another gospel. Paul is upset
with his readers for falling prey to the troublemakers, but he does not anathematize them.
10. Am I [trying to] persuade human beings or God? Curious expression. The classical explanation is
that Paul claims to be speaking in order to please God, not human beings (Burton 32). Schlier (15), however,
refers to this as “sarcastic” dig at the troublemakers. Betz correctly sees that both this question and the one that
follows (Or am I [trying to] please human beings?) are common complaints about formal rhetoric, including
the attempt to convince God (55 and 55n105). Paul then asks, “Am I engaging only in a rhetorical exercise? The
opponents might answer in the affirmative. Paul’s answer to this hypothetical charge is to demonstrate the truth
of his claims through biography (1:11-2:14), not through sophistry.
Statement of Paul’s Thesis 1:11-12
11. You need to know; the gospel with which you were evangelized by me
is not human in nature, 12. for I did not receive it from humans and I was
not taught it, but [I received it] through a revelation of Jesus Christ.
11. gnorizo “For you need to know,” Paul is not going to prove his case by sophistry, but he is
nevertheless going to argue for the truth of its elements. In some ways, his proof of the independence of his
gospel from humsn influence through biography is the easiest, so long as the reader accepts Paul’s account of
events.
12. Oude … parelabon; oude…edidachthen—Compare this with Paul’s statement that he did “receive”
the traditions of the Lord’s Supper: “(1 Corinthians 11:23) and of the death and resurrection of Jesus (1
Corinthians 15:3).
through a revelation—Paul may be referring to some version of the story narrated in Acts 9/:1-18
about his conversion through a vision on the way to Damascus, but this is not necessarily the case. Several
decades separate Paul’s lifetime from the stylized presentation we have in Acts. Further, Paul nowhere links his
conversion to the revelation to which he refers here.
The current emphasis on the form and function of Paul’s autobiographical statements in Galatians, with
heavy emphasis on parallels to classical rhetoric can blind us to the claim of the autobiographical material itself.
The question should be, apart from classical parallels, about how Paul might believe his autobiographical
statements might influence the readers to accept his claim that his gospel is from Jesus Christ. Betz’ (28)
attempt to represent the letter as an “apologetic letter,” has not produced the fruit one might hope from such a
formal analysis.
Finally, if we take seriously Paul’s apocalyptic setting, it is important to see that autobiography is
important in the narration of apocalyptic dreams and visions. See Daniel 7:1, 28; 8:1, 27; 9:1-19; 10:1;
Revelation 1:9; 22:8, 20. To be sure, these biographical enclosures are not extensive, but they seem important to
the vision report. One might argue that the biographical tales of Daniel and his friends (Daniel 1:1-6:28)
function in much the same way. The brevity of the biblical examples derives from the fact that they are
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background, not foreground. In Paul’s case, however, thee apostle’s story is the argument for the independence
of his gospel.
First Enoch 1 offers a fascinating example of how the vision report beginning with a scant word of
biography followed by a summary of the prophecy or a summary of the prophecy’s meaning. One might even
argue that this summary, especially 1:3-9 is the “gospel” of the piece. Note that in the pieces of tradition Paul
says he received from others (1 Corinthians 11:23; 15:3), information is interspersed with interpretation.
Paul's "Biography" 1:13-2:10
13. For you heard of my conduct formerly in Judaism, that I persecuted
beyond measure the church of God and was destroying it. 14. And I
advanced in Judaism beyond all my contemporaries within my nation,
being exceedingly zealous for the traditions of my fathers. 15. So when the
God who formed me from my mother's womb and called me through his
grace, was pleased 16. to reveal his son in me that I might announce the
good news about him among the nations, I did not take counsel with flesh
and blood. 17. I also did not go up to Jerusalem to those who were
apostles before me, but I did go away into Arabia and again turned back
to Damascus. 18. Later, after three years, I did go up to Jerusalem to give
an account to Cephas, and I stayed with him fifteen days; 19. but I did
not see another one of the apostles save James, the brother of the Lord.
20. (Now these things about which I am writing to you: before God, I am
not lying [about them].
21. Next I came to the regions of Syria and Cilicia. 22. I was unknown to
the churches of Judea that are in Christ. 23. But they were only hearing
rumors that “The one who was formerly persecuting us is now spreading
the faith which he was once destroying. 24. And they glorified God
because of me. **
2:1. Then, after fourteen years, I went up to Jerusalem again with
Barnabas, taking Titus too. 2. I went up in accordance with a revelation,
and I laid out to them the gospel that I preach among the nations, but in
private, lest somehow I were racing or had run in vain. 3. But Titus, who
was with me, was a Greek, was not compelled to be circumcised. 4. Now
because of false brethren, slipped in by stealth to observe closely our
freedom which we have in Christ Jesus that they might enslave us, 5. we
did not yield to them [even] for a second so that the truth of the gospel
might continue for you. 6. From those who are important—whoever they
were carries no weight with me; God does not show partiality—these
venerable people offered me nothing. 7. On the other hand, these people,
seeing that I had been entrusted with the gospel of the uncircumcision,
just as Peter [had been entrusted with the gospel of] the circumcision 8.
(for the one who had put Peter into action as apostle of the circumcision
had also put me into action for the nations) 9. and being aware of the
grace given me, James and Cephas, and John, those deemed "pillars,"
gave to me and to Barnabas the right hand of communion, that we [might
go] to the nations, and they [might go] to the circumcision. 10. [They
stipulated] only that we be mindful of the poor, something we were eager
to do.
13. For you heard of my conduct formerly in Judaism—There existed some account of Paul’s life to
which this must refer, whether it consisted of items Paul himself told the Galatians, or whether there was
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already an independent tradition of his life in existence Betz 67n103. Dunn 55 adds the possibility that Paul’s
opponents may have provided the Galatians with a summary of Paul’s life, but this seems unlikely.
I persecuted beyond measure the church of God and was destroying it.—This statement does not, of
course, impinge on the accuracy or inaccuracy of Acts 9:1-2, for it is much too general for that, and one might
suppose that the account in Acts 9:1-2 may be a late elaboration on a tradition about Paul persecuting the
churches. The nature of this persecution cannot have been to serve arrest warrants on Jewish Christians in
Damascus (Acts 2:9) since the Sanhedrin would have no real authority in the synagogues of Damascus to order
the arrest of Jews. The persecution and destruction to which Paul refers may be to his successful argumentation
against Jewish Christians in the synagogues he visited.
and was destroying it—Dunn (58) thinks that the verb eporthoun here and eporthei in verse 23 (was
destroying) suggests a connection with the tradition about Paul’s persecution of the church in Acts 9:21
porthesas (“destroyer”). The word does not otherwise occur in the NT. Exactly how the violence of Galatians
3:13 favors a case for Paul's action as physical violence escapes me Martyn 156n186. The commentaries
generally call the imperfects eporthoun here and eporthei in verse 23 conative imperfects, following BDF 326
("striving to destroy").
14. When Paul claims that I advanced in Judaism, we should imagine mainly this advancement in
terms of mode of Jewish life and excellence in studies (Schlier 21-22). Paul’s confession of being exceedingly
zealous for the traditions of my fathers—would seem to clinch the case for Paul as a Pharisaic Jew. See Dunn
60-62 for a balanced discussion on this point.
15. the God who formed me from my mother's womb—An allusion to Jeremiah 1:3, suggesting that
the revelation was the revelation of someone like a prophet, another clue as to the typology of Paul’s gospel. De
Boer (97) disagrees on the grounds that Jeremiah’s mission to the Gentiles is not “salvific,” but such verbal
allusions in antiquity do not depend on such modern theological considerations. On the other hand, de Boer 9798 shows the relationship of Paul’s wording to that of Isaiah 49:1-6 but expects too much from Paul by way of
contextual and historical analysis. Generally, in the use of scripture, apocalyptic Judaism depends mainly on the
written text as a kind of oracle in itself without considerations of context. Thus Martyn 157 correctly concludes:
He [Paul] speaks, rather, in a prophetic fashion, concentrating attention in the
first instance on God: "Let me tell you about God and about what he has done,
singling me out before my birth and calling me in his grace to proclaim his
good news!"
16. to reveal his son in me—Schlier (27) believes that the preposition en ("in") is a stylized way of
referring to a vision, but the evidence he gives from Acts 9:22, 26 is unconvincing. De Boer 92 gives a concise
summary of the scholarly views ("to me," "through me," "within me"), but he prefers his own view that the
expression en emoi means "in my former manner of life." Favoring the idea of the expression as pointing to a
mysticism of some kind, de Boer's third option, is the body of research devoted to the "Christ mysticism" in
Paul produced especially by Deissmann and Schweitzer. We meet the same phrase in 2:19b-20 where Paul
declares, "I have been crucified with Christ, so is no longer I who lives but Christ who lives en emoi." In 1
Corinthians 4:16 and 11:1, Paul urges the Corinthian readers to be mimetai mou, just as he is of Christ. M.-M.
412b refers to Xenophon Memorabilia i.6.3 of teachers asking imitation of their students. In LSJ 1134d, the
examples come mainly from acting and from the practice of poetry.
that I might announce the good news about him among the nations—Whatever the content of the
revelation, its goal was ultimately to send Paul to deliver the good news to non-Jews. His apostleship,
stemming, as it does, from his revelation, included his mission to gentiles, just as he believes God put Peter
into action (energesas, 2:8) as apostle to the Jews. Paul might argue, therefore, as he did to the Corinthians
later on, that he was their father in Christ Jesus (1 Corinthians 4:15).
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I did not immediately take counsel with flesh and blood.—The hendiadys "flesh and blood" means
any human being, and it is the heart of Paul's claim that he did not derive his gospel from anyone. The problem
with that assertion, however, is that his readers know good and well that Paul did indeed take counsel
(prosanatithemi) with some of the apostles in Jerusalem on at least two occasions. He must now account for
these trips while, at the same time, insisting that they did not shape his gospel. That will be a tall order and is
the purpose of this "biographical" section.
17. I also did not go up to Jerusalem—instead Paul went into Arabia, for an unspecified length of
time, then back to Damascus. De Boer 96, following Jerome Murphy-O'Conner, correctly identifies Arabia
with the Nabatean kingdom, which extended from near Damascus all the way down to the Gulf of Aqaba (east
of the Jordan). This means, likely, that Paul went somewhere to the east or southeast of Damascus. What he did
there, and how long he stayed is unknown. See also Dunn 69 and Martyn 170. Note that Paul correctly uses the
idiom "go up" in reference to travel to Jerusalem, as he does in the following verse. The expression apostles
before me means that for Paul the office of apostolos certainly predated him, and Paul in 1 Corinthians 15: 8-9
recognizes that others are previous to him in apostleship and superior to him. The gospel he received, however,
is not an apostolic tradition of some kind. Being an apostle for him comes directly from his revelation.
18. I did go up to Jerusalem—The tradition about Paul's life does include the fact that he went up to
Jerusalem after his call, and so Paul explains that it was only after three years plus his time in Arabia that he
made his first trip. There Paul did give an account (historesai) to Cephas, but it is by no means clear exactly
what Paul included in his account, but its completeness is reflected in the detail, I stayed with him fifteen
days. This detail also serves to suggest that Paul's relationship with Cephas was not particularly strained.
19. save James, the brother of the Lord—This concession may be simply rhetorical as is the
disclaimer in the following verse. If the tradition of Paul's early travels included some meeting with James, then
he must account for it. The oh-by-the-way character of the concession emphasizes its relative lack of
importance,
20. I am not lying—This does not necessarily answer a charge of Paul's opponents but may be a way of
emphasizing the fact that he only met with Cephas and James on that trip. He received neither ordination or
charge from anyone in the holy city.
21. the regions of Syria and Cilicia—Tarsus, Paul's hometown, was in Cilicia, and so his first
missionary journey, so-called, was in familiar territory for him.
22. the churches of Judea that are in Christ—The expression ekklesiais tes Ioudaias is a geographical
reference, but Paul may be insisting that from the first he did not infringe on Jewish-Christian assemblies,
anticipating the view of the apostles on his second Jerusalem trip (2:1-10) that God had Barnabas and him to go
to the gentiles and others, James and Cephas, and John (2:9), to go to the Jews.
23. spreading the faith—This is a difficult phrase to translate because it is difficult to understand
whether ten pistin (the faith) is the object of the verb or much less likely an accusative of respect BDF160. The
idea that Paul was mainly preaching Christian doctrines can be an unhappy misapprehension from this
expression.
24. because of me—Here we have the expression en emoi. (See 1:16.) One might reasonably expect dia
plus the accusative or apo plus genitive to mean because of me, and it might raise the question as to whether he
is claiming that the churches of Judea were blessed somehow by Paul's travels.
2:1. I went up to Jerusalem again—Yes, Paul made a second trip up to Jerusalem, but only after
fourteen years, emphasizing Paul's independence from the church in Jerusalem.
2. in accordance with a revelation—He did not go up in response to a summons of some kind from the
apostles in the city. Just as his original call to apostleship came from a revelation to him, so too did the
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command to go up to Jerusalem. This is important because the tradition evidently related that this trip was to
make sure Paul was teaching the true gospel. Are those troubling the Galatians trying to subordinate Paul to
some scheme of apostolic hierarchy?
I laid out to them the gospel that I preach among the nations—Does this admit the proposition,
then, that Paul had to get his story straight with those in authority? Obviously, he cannot deny that he did lay
out his teaching to the apostles lest somehow I were racing or had run in vain, which implies some kind of
evaluation of his ministry by them. If this were unknown to the Galatians, one finds it difficult to imagine why
Paul inserted it.
in private—Why ? Is that really the best translation of kath'idian here? The expression can also mean
"individually" or "separately" (LSJ 818d). This is further mitigation of the fact that Paul was known to have laid
out his message for approval.
3. But Titus, who was with me, was a Greek—This decision, taken in Jerusalem, shows that Titus,
free from the law of circumcision because he was a Greek, did not have to become a proselyte (ger) in order to
be counted as belonging to the community. Nevertheless, the reference to false brethren, slipped in by stealth
to observe closely our freedom (2:4) makes it clear that this decision was not uncontested. The theme/promise
of our freedom, of course, is a principal theme of the letter. Here that freedom finds expression in the decision
not to circumcise Titus.
4. that they might enslave us—Not that the objectors would admit to such a motive or, indeed, even be
conscious that Paul could believe this. Paul, however, is anticipating his argument later in the letter.
5. we did not yield to them [even] for a second—The Greek pros horon, "for an hour," is closest to the
English expression [even] for a second. If the issue was, as it seems to have been, the circumcision of Titus, it
is still far from certain that the false brethren, slipped in by stealth (2:4), constituted the same kind of people
that disturbed the Galatians. All that is important is that Paul did not yield in his insistence that Titus not be
circumcised and that Titus left Jerusalem still uncircumcised.
6. these venerable people offered me nothing—It was not the opponents of not circumcising Titus,
however, whose opinions and actions are salient to Paul's case. Titus is an example, not the main subject. Those
deemed "pillars" (2:9), to wit, James and Cephas, and John (ibid.) who are the focus of interest.
7. seeing that I had been entrusted with the gospel of the uncircumcision—It is not, of course, that
they entrusted Paul with the mission to the Gentiles, for Paul had been engaged in that mission for some
eighteen years by this point. Rather, the pillars (2:9) recognized that God had appointed Paul to this work.
8. put Peter into action—Like Peter, Paul had been "energized" (energeo, put … into action) by God
for the work with Gentiles.
9. and being aware of the grace given me—The word grace (charis) can be misleading because of
our post-Reformation obsession with grace as the means of salvation. The very broad meanings and
associations of this word, from sexual "favors" to royal preferment, should give us pause about an overly
doctrinal interpretation of the word. (See LSJ 1978d-1979b and compare MM 684b-685a for a somewhat
restricted usage in Christian times.) Either "gift" or "preferment" would work well in this context.
those deemed "pillars,"—Paul does not deny them their customary titles, but he does insist somewhat
less than respectfully, whoever they were carries no weight with me.
10. mindful of the poor,—There is no reason to believe that the word poor here means anything other
than "impoverished," but it may refer only to the poor of the Christian community.
**
Incident at Antioch 2:11-14
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11. Now when Cephas came to Antioch, I stood up to him face-to-face
because he was being prejudicial. 12. For before some came from James,
he would eat with the gentiles; but when they came, he withdrew and
separated himself, being afraid of those of the circumcision. 13. And the
rest of the Jews continued their pretense with him so that even Barnabas
was led away by the hypocrisy. 14. But when I saw that they were not
acting correctly toward the truth of the gospel, I said to Cephas in front
of them all, "If you, being a Jew, live in the gentile manner and not the
Jewish, how is it that you force the gentiles to live in the Jewish manner?"
11. he was being prejudicial.—The participle kategnosmenos is a predicate adjective, and the
expression "self-condemned" is not adequate to its plain sense of "thinking [something] against another." Paul
was biased against the idea of eating with gentiles because of the laws of kashrut, and when the people from
James arrived, Paul may simply have been unable bring himself to eat with the gentile Christians in front of the
delegation of Jewish-Christians. It is not clear to me that these people represent a delegation from James to
remonstrate with Peter about Peter's eating with gentiles (Martyn 236-240)
12. before some came from James—The issue is kashrut and Peter's life-long practice of it. He is not
necessarily being mean-spirited but does have revulsion to the common table that he was able to conquer before
the delegation arrived.
being afraid of those of the circumcision.—What were the Jewish-Christians going to do to him? Call
him names? Paul here is imputing motives to Peter that make Paul's public rebuke of him seem selfless and
brave.
13. continued their pretense with him—Evidently, the delegation chose not to join the gentile
Christians at table; and Paul reports that this is what led to Paul's break with Barnabas (even Barnabas was led
away by the hypocrisy).
14. not acting correctly toward the truth of the gospel—Part of the test of what the gospel is for Paul
is the consistency of acting correctly, that is to say, loyalty to the gospel would entail not switching tables.
Notice carefully that Paul does not criticize the emissaries from James with the same harshness, and somebody
had already accommodated their dietary needs before this incident. Paul only singles out Peter because Peter
seemed to know that eating at a gentile table was permissible. So Peter's hypocrisy is that he knows that he is
free to eat with gentiles but does not practice what he knows.
If you, being a Jew, live in the gentile manner and not the Jewish—The –izo verbs in Greek suggest
living in a certain manner. On the meaning of ioudaizein (only here in the New Testament), see Martyn236,
who finds that in other contexts the word appears to have something of an artificial feel, i. e. play-acting at
being Jews.
how is it that you force the gentiles to live in the Jewish manner? Is that what Peter was doing? The
criticism seems wrong-headed unless somebody took Peter's action as a symbolic endorsement of the
circumcision party that is disturbing the Galatian Christians. The question suggests an adaptation of the dispute
in Antioch to very different circumstances among the Galatians. De Boer 138 correctly sees this hermeneutical
move by comparing Peter's supposed forcing of gentiles in Antioch to live in the Jewish manner here with the
agitators' attempt to force gentiles to be circumcised in 6:12.
+++
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